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3 CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES 

3.1 PUBLIC MINUTES OF THE ASSETS COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON 26 APRIL 2022 

Author: Ainslee Hooper, Governance and Policy Advisor 
Authoriser: Lisa Baillie, People and Culture Group Manager    
Attachments: 1. Public Minutes of the Assets Committee Meeting held on 26 April 

2022    
  

RECOMMENDATION 
That the Assets Committee confirms the Public Minutes of the Assets Committee Meeting held on 
26 April 2022, as circulated, as a true and correct record of that meeting. 
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UNCONFIRMED MINUTES 
OF THE ASSETS COMMITTEE MEETING 

HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, THIRD FLOOR, 
OFFICE OF THE WAITAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL, 20 THAMES STREET, OAMARU 

AND VIA ZOOM VIDEO-CONFERENCE 
ON TUESDAY, 26 APRIL 2022 AT 9.00AM 

 
PRESENT: Mayor Gary Kircher (Chair),  Cr Bill Kingan (via Zoom), Cr Jeremy Holding, Cr 

Guy Percival (from 9.35am), Deputy Mayor Melanie Tavendale, Cr Jim 
Thomson, Cr Kelli Williams, and Cr Colin Wollstein 

 
IN ATTENDANCE:  Cr Jim Hopkins (from 9.42am) 
 Alex Parmley (Chief Executive) 
 Paul Hope (Finance and Corporate Development Group Manager and Acting 

Assets Group Manager) 
 Roger Cook (Heritage, Environment and Regulatory Group Manager) 
 Ainslee Hooper (Governance and Policy Advisor) 

IN ATTENDANCE FOR SPECIFIC AGENDA ITEMS (VIA ZOOM UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE) 
 Martin Pacey (Water Services Manager) 
 Michael Goldingham (Senior Assets Planning Engineer)  
 Mike Harrison (Roading Manager) – present in the Chamber 
 Erik van der Spek (Recreation Manager) 
  
 
 

MEETING OPEN 

The Chair declared the meeting open at 9.00am and welcomed everyone present. 

1 APOLOGIES  

RESOLVED  AC 2022/005    
Moved: Deputy Mayor Melanie Tavendale 
Seconded: Cr Jim Thomson 
That the apology for lateness received on behalf of Cr Guy Percival be accepted. 

CARRIED 

 

2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  

There were no declarations of interest. 
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3 CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES 

3.1 PUBLIC MINUTES OF THE ASSETS COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON 8 MARCH 
2022 

RESOLVED  AC 2022/006  
Moved: Deputy Mayor Melanie Tavendale 
Seconded: Cr Jim Thomson 
That the Assets Committee confirms the Public Minutes of the Assets Committee Meeting held on 
8 March 2022, as circulated, as a true and correct record of that meeting. 

CARRIED 
 

4 DECISION REPORTS 

4.1 ŌMĀRAMA DRINKING WATER SUPPLY UPGRADE – ADDITIONAL FUNDING 
REQUIREMENT 

The report, as circulated, noted a shortfall in the budget for completing the Ōmārama Water Supply 
upgrade and sought additional funds to those allocated through the Government’s Three Waters 
Reform Tranche One funding package. 
Discussion focused on the escalation in costs, concerns about the level of debt funding going 
forward, and the degree of uncertainty for some elected members about the impact of the new 
drinking water standards on this project and similar ones.  Key points are summarised below. 
Previously, Councils had to produce water to a certain quality, but now they are required to have 
multiple barriers in place.  For example, it was previously enough to have bores in place to meet 
the quality requirements, but those bores now had to be pumping through multiple filters.   
The Water Services team had revalued and rescoped its capital works programme last year, but 
this project had not been included in that list because the tranche funding had already been 
received. 
Reassurance was sought by elected members that what was being priced for these water projects 
would meet the new drinking water standards.  
Officers clarified that most projects being brought forward were renewals and they had a set 
budget in the LTP which would be adhered to.  For example, a pipeline renewals have a budget 
of $1M so $1M of pipes would be renewed.  Where there are treatment plants involved (eg Ohau), 
there are a lot more unknowns and costs may need to be updated once the team has delved 
further to learn more about what is required. 
A key question from elected members focused on some of the differences in costs being 
‘unsettling’, and needing to know that, if Three Waters reform did not go ahead and Council had 
to cover the debt it was incurring for projects like this one, was it affordable?  It was suggested 
that further assurances to Council may be needed along the way, and that it may mean more 
planning work is done earlier than actual construction so that Council knows that it is not going to 
end up with a lot of debt. 
Group Manager Paul Hope advised that the intent of the rescoped work programme had been to 
do a lot more of that advanced planning that that there was a fuller understanding of Council’s 
commitments in terms of the work being undertaken to comply with the new standards, and to 
show some level of changed expectations in the waters space.  The previous availability of more 
choice in how compliance was achieved had been replaced with this more prescriptive approach.  
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He also advised that Ohau was the last major upgrade that the team would be looking at; and that 
concerns about what will happen in the wastewater space in terms of what would be allowed to be 
disposed of and the costs associated with that meant that more planning would need to be done 
on that too so that there is as much warning as possible provided given the escalation of costs. 
The Chair thanked members and officers for the valuable question and answer session and gave 
a message to the officer team that, going forward, providing a more accurate idea of what the 
actual costs are will be part of their planning and process to bring it to Council so as to avoid 
having every upgrade being faced with similar circumstances to this one. 
When asked, Mr Pacey advised that consultants’ reports were reviewed by his senior team 
members through a robust review process involving multiple sessions to make sure that the project 
is scoped correctly and covers every cost point. 
MOTION 
The Chair moved the report’s recommendations with amendments in order to progress the prior 
discussion, namely: That the Assets Committee requests further information for this project and 
other projects and that subject to that, that Council …. [followed by the report’s recommendations]. 
Cr Colin Wollstein seconded the Chair’s motion. 
Discussion on the motion: 
The revised wording was queried, given that it was requiring additional information on all projects 
first before any action could be taken on this project.  The Chair (as the mover) then reworded his 
motion, and following agreement to the changes from the seconder, he then put the motion to the 
meeting and the resolution is recorded below. 

RESOLVED  AC 2022/007  
Moved: Mayor Gary Kircher 
Seconded: Cr Colin Wollstein 
That the Assets Committee requests further details on the costs for this project; 
and, subject to that information, the Assets Committee recommends: 
That Council:  
1. Approves additional funding of $1.62 million for completion of the Ōmārama Water Supply 
 upgrade. 
2. Agrees to loan-fund the additional $1.62 million with long-term funding for loan repayment 

to be determined in conjunction with the 3 Waters Investment Programme 2022-24 projects. 
and 
3. Further to that, that the Assets Committee requests further assurance on the costs for Three 

Waters projects being proposed to be brought forward over the next two years 
CARRIED 

 
The Chair thanked elected members and officers for the discussion and the opportunity to ask and 
have answered the key questions. 
 

4.2 WAITAKI WASTE MINIMISATION GRANTS APPROVAL PROCESS AND BRANDS 

The report, as circulated, sought Council’s endorsement of the transfer of responsibilities for 
Waste Minimisation contestable community grants from Waitaki Resource Recovery Trust 
(WRRT) to Council.  
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With regard to recommendation 2, it was suggested that the fund have a specific name; “Waitaki 
Waste Minimisation Fund” was put forward. 
It was clarified that discussions would be held with the Moeraki iwi on the proposed branding to 
ensure it was representative. 
MOTION and AMENDMENT 
Cr Jim Thomson moved the report’s recommendations. Deputy Mayor Melanie Tavendale 
seconded the motion proforma, with a request to add to point 3 the requirement to work with the 
runaka.  The mover agreed to that addition, and the Deputy Mayor confirmed her seconding of the 
motion. 

RESOLVED  AC 2022/008  
Moved: Cr Jim Thomson 
Seconded: Deputy Mayor Melanie Tavendale 
That the Assets Committee recommends: 
That Council: 
1. Endorses the transfer of responsibility for the administration of Waste Minimisation 

community grants from Waitaki Resource Recovery Trust to Council; 
2. Approves the addition of the proposed “Waitaki Waste Minimisation Fund” to the 

responsibilities of the Council’s Grants and Awards Committee for its consideration of 
applications; and  

3. Notes the Waste Free Waitaki branding and proposed ambassador/champion initiative and 
the need to work with the runaka to finalise that. 

CARRIED 
 

4.3 ROAD STOPPING - JAMES ROAD, HERBERT 

The report, as circulated, sought approval to stop and dispose of part of a legal road currently not 
being used as formed road carriageway. 
It was queried why the road stopping was only for a certain segment when it appeared to carry on 
and go through another private property.  Group Manager Paul Hope advised that officers only act 
on a road stopping request, as the person making the request funds it. 
A request was made that officers follow up with the other landowner to see if they wanted a road 
through their house or not.  This was acknowledged for action.  It was noted by another elected 
member that such roads were all over the district and this particular one could continue through 
several properties so it would be a better approach to take each one as it comes.  

RESOLVED  AC 2022/009  
Moved: Deputy Mayor Melanie Tavendale 
Seconded: Cr Jim Thomson 
That the Assets Committee recommends: 
That Council: 
1. Agrees to stop two portions of the road, as outlined in Attachment 1, and transfers the land 

to the adjoining owners; and 
2. Delegates authority to the Chief Executive to negotiate and undertake the necessary actions 

for the disposal of the land. 
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CARRIED 
 

5 MEMORANDUM REPORTS 

5.1 ŌAMARU STREET LIGHTING CONTROLS 

The report, as circulated, informed the Assets Committee of the Streetlight Central Management 
System that will manage and control the street light operation for Ōamaru and Weston. 
Roading Manager Mike Harrison highlighted the benefits of this initiative, in reducing the cost of 
maintenance and of power usage.  The challenge was to find an appropriate place for the 
transmitter. 
The importance of this in the context of the whole roading network was questioned.  Mr Harrison 
advised that it was an important part of completing street lighting in the future, as it would prepare 
everything so that upgrades could be done in the future.  It would also allow some lights to be on 
whilst others were turned off; and for testing of the dimming of some lights to occur. 
The need to respond to light spillage and lights on people’s properties, and whether there was a 
need for a policy on such matters, was also a likely discussion outcome from this system.   
It was noted that control could come down to individual lights, and streets.  Software would 
continue to be updated.  There would be some maintenance costs in the future, but the biggest 
cost would be cleaning. 
It was further clarified that: 
Road safety and community safety overall would be taken into consideration. 
Council had approved the budget for the LED changeover which had happened, and this was not 
part of that project.  A decision report to a future meeting was suggested, because it would provide 
an opportunity for Council to discuss how the savings on the project could be spent for wider 
community benefit.  It was noted that the Waka Kotahi component of this system was 85%. 
Community benefits could be identified, but there might also be some aspects (eg fixtures on 
lampposts) that would need consultation with the community. 
MOTION 
Deputy Mayor Melanie Tavendale moved the report’s recommendations and Cr Colin Wollstein 
seconded the motion. 
Discussion on the motion 
Savings on project costs were acknowledged, as were the very good implications for people in the 
future in relation to safety issues. 
Policy work around the system was identified as very important.  However, caution was also raised 
about seeking to ensure that the introduction of red tape may translate to not all of the community 
benefits envisaged by the system’s full potential being able to be realised. 

RESOLVED  AC 2022/010  
Moved: Deputy Mayor Melanie Tavendale 
Seconded: Cr Colin Wollstein 
That the Assets Committee receives and notes the information.  

CARRIED 
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5.2 CRASH RECORD FOR WAITAKI 2021 

The report, as circulated, informed the Mayor and Councillors of the crash record for the Waitaki 
district in 2021. 
Roading Manager Mike Harrison noted that there had been some ‘very sobering’ crashes around 
the country over the Easter weekend, including one in Waitaki.  A network-wide response needed 
to be created.  The report highlighted that some records did not come through as quickly as 
desired, but Coroner findings could cause such delays.  After a very bad period of crashes in 2016, 
Waitaki was now on quite a steep downward trend but that could easily level off and the trend 
shows that the number of crashes could go up again in around two years’ time.  Overall, the district 
was not making any significant reductions. 
Asked about a current policy or practice to monitor intersections for overgrown vegetation and 
obscured signs, Mr Harrison advised that he had a process in place with his team and contractors 
to check matters like that.   
It was noted that the crash record report was only recording reported crashes, and there were 
likely to be more than had gone unreported (eg minor ding and no injuries).  Giving more publicity 
to reminding people to record even minor crashes was suggested.  It was noted that Council’s 
Road Safety Officer promoted Snap Send Solve as one tool for this purpose, and that the 
Government’s Road to Zero initiative was now focusing on serious and fatal injuries (rather than 
crashes). 
The meeting was advised that new speed limit rules were passed by the Government the previous 
week, with discussions being held about making urban roads 40 kms per hour and rural roads 80 
kms per hour, and the need for consistency of speed limits around schools.  A report would be 
brought to Council once the details were known. 

RESOLVED  AC 2022/011  
Moved: Cr Jim Thomson 
Seconded: Cr Guy Percival 
That the Assets Committee receives and notes the information. 

CARRIED 
 

5.3 ROADING CAPITAL WORKS PROGRAMME 2022-23 

The report, as circulated, informed the Assets Committee of the Capital Projects supported by 
Waka Kotahi Transport Agency (WK) for completion in the 2022/23 financial year.  
Roading Manager Mike Harrison highlighted that projects had been slower to get moving this year 
due to contractor availability, contractor resources now being available, and the like. 
Asked about how carried forward projects from 2021/22 could be accommodated in the 2022/23 
year under such circumstances, Mr Harrison advised that some projects were able to be extended 
through to the next financial year because the Waka Kotahi funding was also being carried forward 
(based on a three-year allocation approach), and by extending contractor timeframes to fit in with 
their availability.   
In response to a query about whether there was a hierarchy of roads or -if not – whether one 
should be developed, Mr Harrison advised that it was part of the forward plan for the team to look 
at roads through the lens of the transport plan so that work was being guided by both. 
The systemic nature of delays across the board – for roading and waters projects – was raised as 
a concern by an elected member, who suggested Council needed to debate whether some things 
should be taken out of work programmes or programme timelines should be amended accordingly. 
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In response, Group Manager Paul Hope highlighted that officers were responding to the rapid 
pace of change in the market by looking at ways to be more flexible in their approach to 
procurement.  For example, bundling up projects, having arrangements with contractors that 
allowed them to fit Council work in around other priorities, and trying to move away from the 
limitations of the annual plan process where everything had to be done in 12 months.  There was 
a need to be flexible with the parts of the work programme that could accommodate flexibility so 
that projects could still move forward.  This was acknowledged by the meeting.  

RESOLVED  AC 2022/012  
Moved: Cr Jim Thomson 
Seconded: Cr Jeremy Holding 
That the Assets Committee receives and notes the information. 

CARRIED 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 10.20am and reconvened at 10.35am. 
 
 

5.4 ASSETS GROUP ACTIVITY UPDATE 

The report, as circulated, highlighted work undertaken by departments within the Assets Group 
since the previous Assets Committee Meeting.  
Group Manager Paul Hope highlighted that officers were now reaching the stage where some 
projects could not proceed because there were no contractors available to do them. A current 
focus was on how best to advise Council on the implications of those situations. 
Key discussion topics were as recorded below. 
Private property inspections – there was a need to develop a policy on this, given that there are 
responsibilities for private property owners under the Act.   
The survey of sealed roads – it was queried whether this could be used as a tool to identify to 
Waka Kotahi why Council prioritised certain roads over others and whether it could be used to 
source additional funding. 
Changing Worksafe Rules – it was advised that they would have an implication on costs for 
councils but there was no detailed information available yet on those or how the new rules would 
work in practice. 
Regarding the Alps 2 Ocean signage matter discussed in the agenda report, this was noted as a 
problem with doing things at the national level.  Alps 2 Ocean had its own branding, and the 
Geopark also had separate branding. It was suggested that there was a need to push back, so 
that local artists, including from Ngai Tahu, could be engaged.  Recreation Manager Erik van der 
Spek acknowledged that he shared the same concerns and that they had been passed on to both 
NZCT and MBIE.  Unfortunately, MBIE had contracted NZCT to do the work and consultation on 
it had been lacking.  He did not believe there would be much success if Council were to push back 
on size, style, and the colour of the signs, but location may be more successful as DOC shared 
Council’s concern about having one of the proposed signs at the beginning of the trail. In response, 
it was suggested that a combined approach by Council, DOC and the runaka should be taken to 
push back on all aspects of the proposed national signage, because unless it was tried, there 
could be no opportunity to get a better result.  Mr van der Spek acknowledged this but noted that 
the signs will have been commissioned and constructed already and any pushback could mean 
that Council would have to incur the costs of different signage or risk losing funding from MBIE. 
Other elected members shared the view that a group approach should be attempted. 
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Contractors’ removal and replanting of flower beds ahead of ANZAC Day was discussed briefly.  
It was noted that timing of that activity had been affected by supply constraints. 
Elected members were pleased to note that the Holmes Wharf redecking project was underway. 

RESOLVED  AC 2022/013   CHECK NUMBER 
Moved: Deputy Mayor Melanie Tavendale 
Seconded: Cr Jeremy Holding 
That the Assets Committee receives and notes the information. 

CARRIED 
 

6 MEETING CLOSE 

There being no further business, the Chair declared the meeting closed at 10.58am. 
 
TO BE CONFIRMED at the Assets Committee Meeting to be held on Tuesday, 14 June 2022. 
 
 
 
................................................... 
CHAIRPERSON 
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4 MEMORANDUM REPORTS 

4.1 ASSETS GROUP ACTIVITY UPDATE 

Author: Joshua Rendell, Assets Operations Manager 
Authoriser: Paul Hope, Acting Assets Group Manager    
Attachments: 1. Assets Group Activity Report - June 2022    
  

RECOMMENDATION 
That the Assets Committee receives and notes the information. 
 

 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of the attached report is to highlight work undertaken by departments within the Assets 
Group since the previous Assets Committee Meeting.  
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Stoneburn water supply continues to have a boil water notice in place. This boil water notice is 
due to the presence of an algal bloom in the storage dam. Algal blooms affect the ability of filters to 
appropriately filter water and react with chlorine within the network, giving no surety of appropriate 
treatment having taken place. This algal bloom has been present for a longer period than is usually 
the case.  
Work continues on a number of projects, notably the Palmerston dispersal field extension, the Lakes 
campground water main connections, the rehabilitation of Solway Street, the drainage improvements 
in Kakanui, and the re-decking of Holmes Wharf.  
Consultation on the future of Forrester Heights has been undertaken, with a strong showing by the 
community through the consultation process. Over 900 submissions were received, with hearings 
and deliberations conducted on 30 and 31 May.   
Contractor and material availability continue to be a significant risk to programme delivery. To 
counter this issue, Officers are working closely with contractors to plan forward work programmes. 
Officers are also ordering items with long lead-times well in advance of their need to ensure material 
is available when it is required.  
Many items that would traditionally be available in storage with local suppliers are now no longer 
available within New Zealand and are needing to be shipped in from around the world. The Water 
Services team has placed a number of orders for critical spares to ensure business continuity if 
breakdowns were to occur.  
Several of these issues have led to an under-delivery of capital programmes. The current forecasted 
carry forward of work programmes is in excess of 25% of the planned capital delivery programme. 
This is also in part due to higher forecasted expenditure on some major projects in the first year of 
their project lifecycle (Sports and Events Centre) that have not yet required significant expenditure. 
With both a high number of projects to carry forward, and an ambitious forward works programme 
forecasted in the 2022/23 Annual Plan, Officers will need to continue to prioritise the project 
resources available to deliver on Council’s ambitions.  The alternative is to consider increasing 
project resources.  
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